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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and objectives
In the ¯eld of data analysis, it is important to reduce the dimensionality of data,
because it will help to extract new knowledge from the data and to decrease
the computational cost. As a method of dimensionality reduction, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA)[8] has been applied in various areas, such as data
compression and pattern recognition.
PCA is an orthogonal transformation of a coordinate system in which the
data are described. The basis of the objective coordinate system e±ciently
represents data distributed on a linear hyper plane as a coordinate value that
is called a principal component. However, when n-dimensional data are dis-
tributed on a m (< n)-dimensional nonlinear manifold in a n-dimensional Eu-
clidean space, more than the m dimensionality is required to represent the data
in PCA which makes the dimensionality reduction ine±cient.
In order to solve these problems, some methods of Non-Linear Principal
Component Analysis (NLPCA) have been developed [3]. These methods can be
roughly classi¯ed into three categories.
The methods in the ¯rst category are based on nonlinear transformation.
Kernel PCA proposed by SchÄolkopf [21] is a method that performs linear PCA
for the image of the input data mapped by a nonlinear mapping function. Con-
sequently, the method constructs the ordered principal components as PCA
does. However, an adequate way to determine the nonlinear mapping function
for a given data set is not well established.
The methods in the second category are based on a piecewise linear ap-
proximation. Principal Curve proposed by Hastie et al. [7] summarizes the
high-dimensional data with polygonal lines. In the method, however, it is di±-
cult to construct more than two principal components. Local PCA proposed by
Kambhalta et al. [11] divides an input space into local domains and performs
PCA for each domain. However, the eigenbases of adjacent local domains are
discontinuous, which prevents a global understanding of the distribution of the
data.
The methods in the third category are based on neural networks such as the
Sandglass-type Multi-Layered Perceptron (SMLP) proposed by Kramer [13] and
Irie and Kawato [9]. The method can obtain the global and explicit nonlinear
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mapping functions to reduce the dimensionality. However, these methods do
not provide a way for deciding the number of principal components aside from
ine±cient trial and error. Even if an adequate number of principal components
are given after the trial and error, the method does not explicitly provide a
parameter to measure the contribution of each principal component for data-
representation, such as an eigenvalue in a conventional PCA. Moreover, the
number of principal components has to be speci¯ed in advance. These drawbacks
will limit the use of the method for practical purposes.
In this study, a novel method of nonlinear principal component analysis is
proposed. The method preserves the order of principal components based on
their contribution to the data-representation. Moreover, the method does not
need to determine in advance the number of principal components to be used. In
the proposed method, hierarchically arrayed neural networks are trained to build
a set of nonlinear functions that map an input vector to its corresponding vector
in the principal component space. The proposed model also has the ability to
reconstruct high-dimensional data from its low dimensional representation in
the principal component space. These functions are automatically adjusted
during a training process. The property of these functions is discussed and the
experimental results analyzed.
1.2 Organization of the dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, conventional methods of PCA and NLPCA are reviewed. In
the ¯rst section, PCA and NLPCA on multi-dimensional data are overviewed.
In the next section, PCA and NLPCA are mathematically formulated. In the
¯nal section, the major methods of NLPCA are classi¯ed into three categories,
and the properties and problems of each are pointed out.
In Chapter 3, a novel method of NLPCA is proposed. In the ¯rst section, the
order of the principal components in PCA and nonlinear extension of PCA are
discussed. In the next section, the implementation of the method using neural
networks is described. The implementation makes possible the construction of
nonlinear mapping functions and their iterative adjustment.
In Chapter 4 to 7, several experiments are demonstrated and the results are
discussed.
In Chapter 4, two experimental results are presented. In the ¯rst exper-
iment, three-dimensional arti¯cial data sampled from a simple curved surface
are utilized. The distribution of the data set is easy to understand. We exam-
ine the proposed method's construction of the curvilinear axes in the order of
signi¯cance. In the second experiment, high dimensional data sampled from an
arti¯cial waveform are utilized. We examine the proposed method's extraction
of the feature of the waveform with a small number of principal components.
In Chapter 5, the representational ability of the mapping functions is dis-
cussed. In the proposed method, each mapping function is implemented by a
three-layered perceptron. In the ¯rst section, the representational ability of the
mapping functions is described based on the degree of freedom of the network. In
the next section, experiments are demonstrated to examine the representational
ability. In the experiments, the representational ability is shown with variations
in the degree of freedom, utilizing the three-dimensional arti¯cial data used in
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the preceding chapter.
In Chapter 6, the distortion of the distribution is discussed with a comparison
between PCA and the proposed method. In the ¯rst section, an experiment on
data-reconstruction is demonstrated utilizing a set of iris data sampled from
an open database. In the second section, we measure the distance of the input
vectors and the distance of the reconstructed vectors. Then, we examine the
distortion of these distances.
In Chapter 7, the e®ectiveness of the proposed method for practical problems
is examined with several open databases. Two experiments on dimensionality
reduction are demonstrated. One is a data compression of facial images. The
other is a feature extraction for the classi¯cation of handwritten numerals.
In Chapter 8, we discuss NLPCA in regard to complexity and redundancy.
These properties are originated from its nonlinear extension, which frees the
PCA from constraints such as orthogonality. The comparison of the proposed
method to other methods is described.
In Chapter 9, conclusion of the study and perspective are described.
A list of the references cited in this study and a list of the author's publica-
tions are attached at the end of the dissertation.

Chapter 2
A Review of PCA and
NLPCA
In Chapter 2, conventional methods of PCA and NLPCA are reviewed. In the
¯rst section, PCA and NLPCA on multi-dimensional data are overviewed. In
the next section, PCA and NLPCA are mathematically formulated. In the ¯nal
section, the major methods of NLPCA are classi¯ed into three categories, and
the properties and problems of each are pointed out.
2.1 An overview of PCA and NLPCA
An objective of PCA and NLPCA is a dimensionality reduction of multi-dimensional
data which means to map the data in a high-dimensional space onto a low-
dimensional space preserving characteristics of the distribution.
Let x 2 Rn, y 2 Rm and x^ 2 Rn be coordinates of data in a high-
dimensional space, their images (principal components) in a low-dimensional
space and the reconstructed data in the original high-dimensional space, re-
spectively. n;m 2 N (n ¸ m) indicates the dimensionality of the given data
and the dimensionality of principal components, respectively. R and N repre-
sent a set of real numbers and natural numbers. In the following, we assume
E[x] = 0 for simplicity.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of a dimensionality reduction from R2 to R1.
Figure 2.1 (a) and (b) show the appearances of the dimensionality reduction by
PCA and NLPCA, respectively.
In Figure 2.1(a), PCA linearly maps a vector xp 2 R2 onto yp 2 R1, and
also linearly maps yp 2 R1 onto x^p 2 R2. All of x^p are mapped on a straight
line because they are the images by linear mappings.
On the other hand, in Figure 2.1 (b), NLPCA nonlinearly maps a vector
xp 2 R2 onto yp 2 R1, and also nonlinearly maps yp 2 R1 onto x^p 2 R2. If the
nonlinear mapping functions are monotonous, all of x^p are mapped on a curved
line in R2.
The performance of PCA and NLPCA is measured with the Mean Square
Error (MSE) between original data and the data reconstructed from the prin-
cipal components in a low-dimensional space into the original high-dimensional
space. The smaller MSE indicates the higher ¯delity. The criterion of MSE is
5
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Figure 2.1. An concept of the dimensionality reduction of two-dimensional vectors onto one-
dimensional vectors. The ¯gure (a) and (b) show the appearances of dimensionality reduction
by PCA and NLPCA, respectively. In the ¯gure, a white circle, a black square, and a black
circle represent the input vector xp, the principal component yp, and the reconstructed vector
x^p, respectively.
described as
MSE = E[jjx¡ x^(y)jj2]; (2.1)
where E[¢] represents the expectation and jj ¢ jj represents L2 norm.
In Figure 2.1(a), the MSE of PCA corresponds to the average of the distance
between xp and x^p which is the projection onto the line. In Figure 2.1 (b), the
MSE of NLPCA corresponds to the average of the distance between xp and x^p
which is the mapped vector onto the curved line. In comparison with Figure
2.1 (a) and Figure 2.1 (b), the distances between xp and x^p in (b) are smaller
than ones in (a), so that the MSE of (b) is also smaller. In the case of Figure
2.1, NLPCA represents the distribution of the data more accurately than PCA
does.
Both PCA and NLPCA reduce the dimensionality of data with a linear and
nonlinear mapping function constructed dependently on the data, respectively.
Although PCA and NLPCA are considered to be equivalent in the meaning of
the functional optimization, NLPCA may decrease the MSE more than PCA
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as shown in Figure 2.1 (a) and (b), because the mapping functions of NLPCA
have a higher degree of freedom rather than the linear mapping functions of
PCA have.
2.2 The formulation of PCA and NLPCA
In PCA, when we reduce the dimensionality of data in Rn to obtain their prin-
cipal components in Rm (n ¸ m), a linear mapping function LT : Rn 7! Rm is
de¯ned as
y = LTx (2.2)
= (eT1 x; e
T
2 x; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; e
T
mx)
T ; (2.3)
while a linear mapping function L : Rm 7! Rn is de¯ned as
x^ = Ly (2.4)
=
mX
i=1
ei(e
T
i x); (2.5)
where L is a n £m matrix, ei is the i-th column vector of the matrix L, and
T represents a transposing operation. feigi=1;¢¢¢;m are orthonormal bases that
satisfy the condition of
eTi ej = ±ij i; j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m; (2.6)
where ± is the Kronecker delta so that when i 6= j, ±ij = 0, and when i = j,
±ii = 1.
In NLPCA, when we reduce the dimensionality of data in Rn to obtain their
principal components in Rm, a nonlinear mapping function Á : Rn 7! Rm is
de¯ned as
y = Á (x); (2.7)
while a nonlinear mapping function Ã : Rm 7! Rn is de¯ned as
x^ = Ã (y): (2.8)
These mapping functions associate data with their principal components non-
linearly.
2.3 Conventional methods of NLPCA
The conventional methods of NLPCA are considered to be classi¯ed into three
categories: transformation based models, piecewise linear models and neural-
network based models. In this section, we review major methods of the cate-
gories.
2.3.1 Transformation based models of NLPCA
Transformation based models of NLPCA perform PCA for the transformed data
by a mapping function.
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Generalized PCA [5] proposed by Gnanadesikan is a nonlinear extension of
PCA. As shown in the preceding section, the transformation of a coordinate
system in PCA is described as
yi = eix (2.9)
=
nX
j=1
eijxj : (2.10)
When we replace xj with Ãj(x) in this equation, the equation is represented
as
yi =
kX
j=1
eijÃj(x); (2.11)
where k is the dimensionality of Ã(x). The dimensionality is not necessarily
equal to the dimensionality of x.
Generalized PCA performs conventional linear PCA for Ã(x) as a substitute
of x, so that the method performs NLPCA for x, when Ã is a nonlinear mapping
function of x.
Kernel PCA (KPCA) [21] proposed by SchÄolkopf is also a transformation
based model of NLPCA. In similar fashion, Kernel PCA maps a vector x onto a
Hilbert space with a mapping function Ã. The method performs PCA for Ã(x)
in the mapped Hilbert space with a kernel method.
In the kernel method, the integral (a dot product between two functions)
of Ã(x1) ¢ Ã(x2) is replaced by a kernel function K(x1;x2), therefore, we can
prevent from the computation of integrals using the kernel function. When
we use a kernel function, in most case, Ã is not given explicitly. However,
the existence of the mapping function for a given kernel function is guaranteed
by Mercer's theorem and we do not necessarily know the mapping function, if
the operation in the Hilbert space is described with only the combination of
the kernel functions such as PCA, discriminant analysis, and support vector
machine.
These transformation based model seems to naturally extend PCA with non-
linear mapping functions, however, the adequate way to determine the function
for the given data set is not well known. The parameters of the functions are
searched by a large amount of trials and error. In some case, the dimensionality
of principal components by KPCA can be larger than the dimensionality of orig-
inal data, which results in that the KPCA is not applicable in dimensionality
reduction.
2.3.2 Piecewise linear models of NLPCA
Piecewise linear models of NLPCA perform a linear PCA in a local domain of
data space, and totally perform nonlinear PCA in the data space.
Principal Curve proposed by Hastie [7] summarizes the distribution of data
in multi-dimensional space with a one-dimensional polygonal curve, which is
called a principal curve.
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In the method, x is projected onto a nearest point f(¸) on the curve, where
¸ corresponds the arc length of the curve and is measured from a starting point
of the curve. ¸ is determined by the following equation,
¸f (x) = sup
¸
f¸ : jjx¡ f(¸)jj = inf
¹
jjx¡ f(¹)jjg: (2.12)
f(¸) is subject to the condition:
E(xj¸f (x) = ¸) = f(¸); (2.13)
for any ¸. The condition means that f(¸) is the average of all points which are
projected onto the f(¸).
The principal curve is obtained by the following algorithm:
Initialization: Initialize the principal curve with the line determined by
the ¯rst eigenvector of PCA.
1. Expectation: Reset f(¸) to be a average point.
2. Projection: Reset ¸(x) to be a arc length.
3. Evaluaton: Calculate the MSE of the representation.
Until: the change of MSE falls below some threshold.
In this method, we can avoid constructing a projection function of a vector
onto the curve, because the algorithm gives a rule of the projection (of a vector
onto the nearest point on the principal curve). However, the projection is not
continuous at an ambiguity point such as a point on a symmetry line of the
principal curve [14].
Local PCA proposed by Kambhalta [11] is another method of a piecewise
linear PCA. The method performs the clustering of the data and the PCA for
each cluster. The clustering and the PCA are processed simultaneously and
iteratively to minimize the MSE on the reconstruction.
In Local PCA, a reference vector of a cluster is de¯ned to be an average of the
vectors which belongs to the cluster, and PCA is performed for the belonging
vectors with the reference vector to be an origin. The iteration is continued
until the average MSE of all clusters falls below some threshold.
In Local PCA, it takes more time to compress a vector than a neural network
model. However, it takes less time to reconstruct a vector, because the cluster
to which the vector belongs is determined after the compression.
A problem in Local PCA is that the principal component axes (eigenvectors)
of the adjacent local domains are not continuous. The discontinuity is considered
to be caused by no overlapping of the adjacent local domains to construct each
set of axes. Therefore, it is di±cult to represent a global location of the data
with the constructed axes. Moreover, the iterative process of clustering and
PCA for each local domain requires a greater computational cost when the
number of data samples increases.
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Figure 2.2. The autoassociator model by Kramer and Irie et al.
2.3.3 Neural Network based models of NLPCA
Neural network based models realize NLPCA using the nonlinearity of the units
and the bottleneck network architecture. In the neural networks, the nonlinear
mapping functions are originated from a nonlinear monotone activation func-
tion such as a sigmoid function and a radial basis function. A neural network
works a global approximator of mapping functions. Theoretically, it is proved
that multilayered-type neural networks realize any mapping functions in any
precision, if the network has an enough number of units in hidden layers.
Autoassociator model proposed by Kramer [13] perform NLPCA uisng its
bottleneck architecture which enables the network to compress and decompress
the dimensionality of data. In the study [13], the performance of the model and
a conventional PCA is compared with some criterion such as MSE, FPE and
AIC. The architecture of the autoassociator model is shown in Figure 2.2.
In the autoassociator model, principal component scores can be obtained
in the bottleneck layer. For practical use, the autoassociator model poses a
problem that their principal components are not ordered in the contribution
to represent the data, while the components of PCA are ordered. Kramer
proposed a serial model as shown in Figure 2.3, where each autoassociator is
corresponding to one principal component and the autoassociator are serially
connected to make the components ordered. However, the serial model is not
discussed in detail in the study [13].
In the serial model, the residual error vector of a higher autoassociator is
inputted into a lower autoassociator. However, the nonlinearity of the distri-
bution extracted by the higher autoassociator is not used to advantage in the
lower autoassociator, since the residual error vector is calculated with a linear
operation, and the linear operation does not reduce the dimensionality of non-
linearly distributed data. As shown in Figure 2.4, in a linear case, the residual
error vectors in R2 space are laid on a straight line in the space, but in a non-
linear case, the residual error vectors are not laid on a straight line, because the
direction of the projections of the di®erent points are di®erent in the nonlinear
case. The second autoassociator has to retry the dimensionality reduction from
R2 into R1. The extracted nonlinearity by the higher autoassociator is not fed
to the lower autoassociator.
Input optimization model proposed by Tan [24] performs NLPCA with train-
ing of a three-layer network and training of its inputs to minimize the MSE on
data-reconstruction. The input of the network is a principal component vector.
2.3. Conventional methods of NLPCA 11
 
Figure 2.3. The serial model of autoassociators by Kramer.
The architecture of the model is shown in Figure 2.5. This network corresponds
to the decompression part of the autoassociator by Kramer. The model does
not construct the mapping functions to compress the data into the principal
components, while the components are obtained by training.
In test process, the training of the input is required to obtain a principal
component vector of a test sample. In this process, the parameters of the neural
network are ¯xed. Therefore, the computation cost for test samples is large.
The superposed training method proposed by Takahashi, et al. [23] enables
an SMLP to extract the ordered principal components. The authors of the paper
mathematically proved that, in a case where the training method is applied to a
three layered linear perceptron, the outputs of the units in the bottleneck layer
converge to the ordered principal components obtained by PCA.
This superposed training is considered to be e®ective and interesting, while
the network architecture of the perceptron is not hierarchical. Therefore, when
we add a new principal component, the re-training of the entire networks is
required.
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Figure 2.4. The residual error in a linear case (above) and the residual error in a nonlinear
case (below).
y
Figure 2.5. The input training model by Tan.
Chapter 3
A Proposed Method
In Chapter 3, a novel method of NLPCA is proposed. In the ¯rst section, the
order of the principal components in PCA and nonlinear extension of PCA are
discussed. In the next section, the implementation of the method using neural
networks is described. The implementation makes possible the construction of
nonlinear mapping functions and their iterative adjustment.
3.1 Nonlinear extension of PCA
In PCA, a reconstruction function is composed of a linear combination of the
bases. The bases feigi=1;¢¢¢;m are obtained from the minimization of MSE on the
data-reconstruction under the constraint that the bases are normalized jjeijj = 1
for any i.
After the bases have been obtained, we can generate the extraction function
from the bases as follows,
y1 = e
T
1 ¢ x; (3.1)
y2 = e
T
2 ¢ x; (3.2)
...
yi = e
T
i ¢ x; (3.3)
...
ym = e
T
m ¢ x; (3.4)
and the reconstruction function as follows,
x^1 = e1y1; (3.5)
x^2 = e1y1 + e2y2; (3.6)
...
x^i = e1y1 + e2y2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ eiyi; (3.7)
...
x^m = e1y1 + e2y2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ emym; (3.8)
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where yi represents the i-th principal component of the input vector, and x^i is
the n-dimensional vector reconstructed from y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yi.
The amount of the eigenvalue of a basis indicates the contribution of the basis
for the data-representation. Consequently, if the bases are combined in the order
of the contribution, the representation e±ciency is maximized for the number of
principal components employed. We can design the valance of tradeo® between
the representational ability and the dimensionality of principal components, for
a speci¯c purpose such as the high ¯delity of the data-reconstruction (high-
dimensionality), and the low cost of memory (low-dimensionality), adjusting
the number of the ordered bases to be combined.
However, in the neural network based models of NLPCA such as Kramer'
model [13] and Tan's model [24], the principal components are not constructed
in order of the contribution as the principal components of PCA.
In order to overcome this problem, let us introduce nonlinear extraction
functions that independently map a vector in an input space onto a principal
component space as follows,
y1 = Á1(x); (3.9)
y2 = Á2(x); (3.10)
...
yi = Ái(x); (3.11)
...
ym = Ám(x); (3.12)
and hierarchically-arranged reconstruction functions that hierarchically map a
vector in the principal component space onto the original input space as follows,
x^1 = Ã1(y1); (3.13)
x^2 = Ã2(y1; y2); (3.14)
...
x^i = Ãi(y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yi); (3.15)
...
x^m = Ãm(y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ym): (3.16)
The above de¯nition is obtained by replacing the linear operator of a dot
product: eTi ¢() with a nonlinear mapping function: Ái() and replacing the linear
operator of a vectorial sum: e1() + e2() + ¢ ¢ ¢ + ei() with a nonlinear mapping
function: Ãi().
In the proposed method, the i-th extraction function Ái and the i-th recon-
struction function Ãi are paired in the following manner:
x^1 = Ã1(Á1(x)); (3.17)
x^2 = Ã2(y1; Á2(x)); (3.18)
...
x^i = Ãi(y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yi¡1; Ái(x)); (3.19)
3.2. The implementation using neural networks 15
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. A diagram of the hierarchically-arranged mapping functions
...
x^m = Ãm(y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ym¡1; Ám(x)): (3.20)
The hierarchically paired functions are shown in the diagram of Figure 3.1.
Each pair of the functions: (Ái;Ãi) is adjusted in the increasing order of i to
minimize the MSE. Corresponding to the number of i, Ái and Ãi are optimized
with the i-th MSE criterion:
MSE i = E[jjx¡ x^i(yi)jj
2] (3.21)
= E[jjx¡Ãi(y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yi¡1; Ái(x)jj
2]; (3.22)
under the condition that y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yi¡1 are given. Let us call the principal compo-
nent of small i the higher component, and the principal component of large i the
lower component. In the proposed method, yi is regarded as the i-th signi¯cant
nonlinear principal component for the following reason.
In the proposed method, the order of the principal components is de¯ned as
the order of them to be combined. The proposed method adjusts the param-
eters of the i-th nonlinear extraction function Ái to perform the best mapping
combined with the upper nonlinear extraction functions Á1; Á2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; Ái¡1. Con-
sequently, when we choose a nonlinear extraction function from Ái; Ái+1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; Ám
for the function combining with Á1; Á2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; Ái¡1, the representational ability of
the i-th function Ái is the best, while the lower functions Ái+1; Ái+2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; Ám
are equal to or less signi¯cant than Ái. The order of Á1; Á2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; Ái; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; Ám
corresponds to the best order to combine the principal components for data-
representation. Therefore, yi can be regarded as the i-th signi¯cant nonlinear
principal component.
3.2 The implementation using neural networks
We can implement the extraction functions fÁigi=1;¢¢¢;m and reconstruction func-
tions fÃigi=1;¢¢¢;m with several ways. In the proposed method, the author fo-
cused on the neural network based model to obtain the mapping functions.
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The neural network model has some advantages for an implementation of a
mapping function. The ¯rst advantage is the representational ability. We can
approximate any mapping function in any precision with adjusting the number
of hidden units in the network. The other advantage is the learning ability. We
can adjust the mapping functions iteratively with a learning algorithm for the
neural networks such as a back propagation algorithm.
The author proposes a hierarchical neural network to perform NLPCA. The
proposed network is composed of a number of independent sub-networks that
can extract the ordered nonlinear principal components. The number of sub-
networks equals to the number of principal components extracted. The number
of layers in each sub-network is ¯ve or larger than ¯ve, and the number of the
input and the output units are equally set to the dimensionality of the input
vector, while the number of units in the middle layer (extraction layer) corre-
sponds to the incremental dimensionality of the principal components employed
for the reconstruction in the sub-network. The structure of the model is shown
in Figure 3.2.
The activation function of the units in the input, output, and extraction
layers is a linear function,
f(u) = u; (3.23)
while the activation function of the units in the other layer is a di®erentiable
nonlinear function such as a hyperbolic tangent
f(u) = tanh(
u
T
); (3.24)
where T is a constant value on the nonlinearity and u is a weighted sum of the
inputs to the units. We can apply the other functions to an activation function
such as a sigmoid function,
f(u) =
1
1 + exp(¡ u
T
)
; (3.25)
and a radial basis function,
f(u) = exp
½
¡
³ u
T
´2¾
: (3.26)
A threshold is employed in the nonlinear units of the second and the fourth
layer in the proposed network.
Each sub-network is trained to reconstruct an input vector x in its output
layer by producing x^. In order to extract the ¯rst principal component in
the ¯rst sub-network, we set one unit in its extraction layer. The output of this
unit represents the ¯rst principal component of the input vector. The extraction
layer of the second sub-network receives the ¯rst principal component calculated
in the ¯rst sub-network and is independently trained to generate a function
that maps the input vector into the second principal component. This action
is hierarchically performed in all of the sub-networks. It is obvious that the
proposed model performs the hierarchically nonlinear mapping described in the
previous section.
When n-dimensional data xp (numbered as the p-th sample) is given to the
¯rst layer of the i-th sub-network, the i-th unit in the extraction layer outputs
the i-th principal component:
y
p
i = Ái(x
p) 2 R1; (3.27)
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Figure 3.2. The proposed neural network. The network is composed of the number of m
sub-networks. In the i-th sub-network, the left three layers from the middle layer, and the
right three layers play the role of Ái and  i, respectively. The i-th sub-network is given the
values of principal components y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yi¡1 from the higher 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; (i ¡ 1)-th sub-networks.
The sub-networks are adjusted in the increasing order of i with a back propagation algorithm.
where the mapping function Ái is the i-th extraction function from x
p onto a
principal component ypi . In the i-th sub-network, Ái corresponds to the extrac-
tion part of the network connected from all units in the input layer to the i-th
unit of the extraction layer, while the principal components yp1 ; y
p
2 ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; y
p
i¡1 are
fed to the other units of this layer from all of the higher sub-networks.
The mapping function Ãi is the i-th reconstruction function from the princi-
pal components yp1 ; y
p
2 ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; y
p
i onto the reconstructed data x^
p
i . Ãi corresponds to
the reconstruction part of the network connected from all units of the extraction
layer to all units of the output layer.
The calculation of the outputs is carried out in the increasing order of the
sub-network number i. Each connection weight of the i-th sub-network is then
adjusted for each input vector: xp in order to obtain an identical mapping with
the criterion of the i-th MSE:
MSE pi = jjx
p ¡ x^pi jj
2: (3.28)
In regard with the xp, the additional correction: ¢wpi of a connection weight:
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w
p
i is de¯ned as
¢wpi = ¡´
@E
p
i
@w
p
i
; (3.29)
where ´ is a constant training parameter. wpi of the sub-networks is iteratively
corrected by a back propagation algorithm.
The wpi of the i-th sub-network is adjusted only inside the i-th sub-network.
Error signals of the i-th sub-network are not propagated into the extraction
part of all higher sub-networks. As a result, the adjustment of the connection
weights in the i-th sub-network does not depend on the lower sub-networks but
depends on the higher sub-networks. We can expect that this unidirectional
dependency forces the extraction function to be di®erent from any of the higher
function and to cover the data-reconstruction of the higher function.
Chapter 4
Curvilinear Axis
In Chapter 4, two experimental results are presented. In the ¯rst experiment,
three-dimensional arti¯cial data sampled from a simple curved surface are uti-
lized. The distribution of the data set is easy to understand. We examine
the proposed method's construction of the curvilinear axes in the order of sig-
ni¯cance. In the second experiment, high dimensional data sampled from an
arti¯cial waveform are utilized. We examine the proposed method's extraction
of the feature of the waveform with a small number of principal components.
4.1 Experiment with three-dimensional samples
A sample vector of a training set and a test set is the coordinate: (x1; x2; x3) of
a point on a elliptic paraboloid in R3 given as follows:
x3 =
x21
a21
+
x22
a22
; (4.1)
where a1 = 1:0, a2 = 3:0 in this experiment.
The neural network used in this experiment has two sub-networks. Each
sub-network has ¯ve layers, where the number of the units in the ¯rst and ¯fth
layers of each sub-network is three corresponding to the dimensionality of the
coordinate. The number in the second and fourth layers is ten. The parameters
for the network are set to ´ = 0:05 and T = 0:1. The number of training samples
is 20,000, which are randomly chosen from the elliptic paraboloid. The number
of the test samples is 400, which randomly chosen from lattice points on the
surface as shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.2 shows the ¯rst principal component axis which is generated in
the ¯rst sub-network. The plot of the ¯rst principal component axis in the
¯gure is obtained from the sample reconstruction with varying a value of the
¯rst principal component in the ¯rst sub-network. Figure 4.3 shows the second
principal component axis which is generated in the second sub-network. The
plot of the second axis is obtained from the sample reconstruction with varying
a value of the second principal component in the second sub-network. The input
into the unit of the ¯rst principal component in the second sub-network is ¯xed
to zero in this reconstruction.
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Figure 4.1. Test samples. The samples are the lattice points on the elliptic paraboloid
x 1
x 2
x 3
Figure 4.2. The plot of the ¯rst principal component axis.
From Equation (4.1), when a1 < a2, the distribution of the samples has the
greatest variance along
x3 =
x22
a22
; (4.2)
which corresponds to Figure 4.2 and the second greatest variance is along
x3 =
x22
a21
; (4.3)
which is ¯nely re°ected in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.4 shows the samples reconstructed by the second sub-network with
the ¯rst and second principal components. It is obvious from this experiment
that the proposed model is able to extract the nonlinear principal components
axis from the nonlinearly distributed samples.
Figure 4.5 shows the principal component scores of the inputs. The hori-
zontal axis indicates the ¯rst principal component score, while the vertical axis
indicates the second principal component score.
Next, the author demonstrated the experiment to construct three principal
components with three sub-networks in the proposed network. The condition
of the experiment is the same as the above experiment except for the number
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Figure 4.3. The plot of the second principal component axis.
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Figure 4.4. The samples reconstructed with the ¯rst and second principal components.
of sub-networks. Table 4.1 shows the MSE of each sub-network for 1,000 test
samples.
As shown in Table 4.1, the MSE of the ¯rst, second, and third sub-network
were 0.18319, 0.00473, and 0.00257, respectively. It is considered that the recon-
struction error is smaller when the number of the available principal components
is larger.
When the number of a principal component increased from one to two, the
MSE decreased by 0.17846, but when the number of principal components in-
creased from two to three, the MSE decreased by the small value of 0.00216.
Since the MSE is not much improved by the addition of the third principal
component, we can consider that it is su±cient to represent a sample in this ex-
periment with two principal components, and the higher principal components
have a higher ability to represent the sample than the lower components.
Additionally, the author demonstrated the experiments with the samples
of the above-described elliptic paraboloid embedded in a four, ¯ve, and six-
dimensional space. In these cases of the embedded samples in a high-dimensional
space, the proposed network could almost reconstruct the input sample with
using two principal components as well as the case of the samples in a three-
dimensional space.
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y 1
y 2
Figure 4.5. A distribution of the ¯rst and second principal component scores.
Table 4.1. The MSE of each sub-network
No. of sub-network MSE The decrease of MSE
1st 0.18319 -
2nd 0.00473 0.17846
3rd 0.00257 0.00216
4.2 Experiment with the samples of a waveform
In this experiment, the component of an input vector is sampled at constant
intervals from a function which is a superposition of three sinusoidal functions.
The input vector is formulated as follows:
(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = (f(¿ + µ); f(2¿ + µ); : : : ; f(n¿ + µ)); (4.4)
and the function employed is following,
f(®;a;!;K) =
KX
k=1
ak ¢ sin(!k®); (4.5)
where, in this experiment, the dimensionality n = 100, the number of the su-
perposition K = 3, the angular frequencies: ! = (!1; !2; !3) = (1:0; 2:0; 3:0),
the amplitudes: a = (a1; a2; a3) = (0:5; 0:3; 0:2), and ¿ =
2¼
n
. The initial phases
µ of the training samples are chosen at random.
The number of training samples is 50,000. The number of test samples is
100. The number of sub-networks is ¯ve and the number of layers in each
sub-network is seven through out this experiment. The representational ability
of the network is enhanced by assigning two layers in the hidden layer of the
extraction part and the reconstruction part in each sub-network. The number
of units in the ¯rst and seventh layers is 100, and the number of units in the
second, third, ¯fth and sixth layers is 200. The parameters are set to ´ = 0:001
and T = 0:1.
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Figure 4.6. Reconstructed waveforms by the ¯rst sub-network.
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Figure 4.7. Reconstructed waveforms by the ¯fth sub-network.
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 shows the reconstructed waveforms with the initial
phases of µ = 0 and ¼. The waveforms were reconstructed from the test samples
by the trained network.
It is clear from Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 that the waveform reconstructed
by the ¯fth sub-network which uses ¯ve principal components is better than the
waveform reconstructed by the ¯rst sub-network which uses only one principal
component.
In Figure 4.6, the reconstructed waveform of the ¯rst sub-network is similar
to a sinusoidal wave. The ¯rst extraction function seems to obtain the lowest-
frequency sinusoidal function in the superposed function: f . The reason will be
that the lowest-frequency sinusoidal function has the largest amplitude which
most contributes to the superposition. The ¯rst extraction function works most
e±ciently to reconstruct the objective waveform if the ¯rst extraction function
obtains the lowest-frequency sinusoidal function.
Figure 4.8 shows a variation of the principal components in regard with the
initial phases. The variation indicates that the principal components represent
the phase of the wave. In the ¯gure, the ¯rst principal component works as
a low-frequency component, and the frequency gradually grows larger in the
subsequent principal components.
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Figure 4.8. The variation of the principal components in regard with the initial phases.
This result is comparable to the Fourier series expansion. Since the proposed
model can construct new basis functions for the given waveforms, the proposed
method can be expected to construct a more e±cient representation for the
signals that cannot be expressed e±ciently by the Fourier series expansion, i.e.,
a signal with the discontinuity.
4.3 Summary
In order to examine the nonlinearity of the proposed method and its e±ciency,
two experiments are demonstrated.
In the ¯rst experiment we examined the proposed method's construction
of curvilinear axes in the order of the signi¯cance, utilizing three-dimensional
arti¯cial samples which distribute on a surface. Since the axes were ¯tted non-
linearly to the distribution of the samples, the distribution was represented with
fewer principal components than PCA.
Moreover, we examined the proposed method's extraction of the features of
a waveform with a small number of principal components. The experimental
results suggest that the proposed method will provide more e®ective basis func-
tions than the Fourier series expansion by adjusting the mapping functions for
an objective data set.
Chapter 5
Representational Ability
In Chapter 5, the representational ability of the mapping functions is discussed.
In the proposed method, each mapping function is implemented by a three-
layered perceptron. In the ¯rst section, the representational ability of the map-
ping functions is described based on the degree of freedom of the network. In
the next section, experiments are demonstrated to examine the representational
ability. In the experiments, the representational ability is shown with variations
in the degree of freedom, utilizing the three-dimensional arti¯cial data used in
the preceding chapter.
5.1 A mapping function of a three-layered per-
ceptron
The proposed method provides the framework to construct any hierarchical
mapping functions to extract the principal components and to reconstruct the
data vectors. The set of the feasible mapping functions by neural networks is
determined by the structure of the networks.
A mapping function F by the three layered perceptron is mathematically
formulated as follows,
F = (F1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; Fl; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; FL); (5.1)
Fl
³
x;W
L(M+1)
;WM(N+1)
´
=
MX
k=1
wlkf
³ NX
j=1
wkjxj + wk0
´
+ wl0 (5.2)
where the perceptron has a nonlinear activation function in the hidden layer and
a linear function in the output layer. Fl is the l-th component of F . W
L(M+1)
and WM(N+1) indicates a L£ (M +1) matrix and a M £ (N +1) matrix. They
are corresponding to the weights of connections which connect the hidden layer
and the output layer, and the input layer and the hidden layer, respectively.
L;M;N are the number of units in the output layer, the hidden layer and
the input layer, respectively. f is a di®erentiable function. In this study, f is a
hyperbolic tangent as is referred to Equation (3.24). Note thatM is the number
of the superposition of the nonlinear functions f .
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In order to focus on the size of the matrices, here, let F rename
Fl(x;L;M;N) = Fl(x;W
L(M+1)
;WM(N+1)): (5.3)
We can represent the mapping functions (Ái;Ãi)i=1;¢¢¢;m of the proposed method
as
Ái(x) = F (x; 1; ®; n); (5.4)
and
Ãi(x) = F (x;n; ¯; i); (5.5)
where ® and ¯ are the number of each hidden layer, and n;m are the dimension-
ality of the input vector and the principal components de¯ned in the preceding
chapter.
Since the ® and ¯ are the number of the superposition of the nonlinear func-
tion f , the parameters are considered to indicate the representational ability.
When the values of ® and ¯ increase, the mapping functions can represent the
more complex functions, namely, the representational ability of the functions
increases.
5.2 Experiment on the representational ability
The author demonstrated the experiment on the representational ability of the
mapping functions. In the experiment, the same data as the three-dimensional
arti¯cial data in the preceding chapter were utilized, and the compression and
the decompression of the data were performed with two principal components.
Figure 5.1 shows the MSE of the proposed method in regard with a di®erent
number of units in the second and the fourth layer. The numbers of the units
in the second and the fourth layer are corresponding to ® and ¯, respectively.
In this experiment, ® = ¯. The ¯gure shows that sub-networks with a large
number of units in the second and the fourth layers have better representational
ability.
Moreover, the author examined the performance of the proposed method by
setting di®erent number of the units for the second or the fourth layer. In Figure
5.2, the number of units in the fourth layer is ¯xed at ¯ = 15, while the number
of the units in the second layer ® is varied. On the other hand, in Figure 5.3,
the number of the units in the second layer is ¯xed at ® = 15, while the number
of units in the fourth layer ¯ is varied. As shown in Figure 5.1, 15 units in the
second and the fourth layer is enough to represent the sample vector.
From Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, we can draw the conclusion that if one of the
representational ability of the extraction function or the reconstruction function
is low, the total representation is not better.
As shown in Figure 5.4, in the input data space, the extraction function gives
the counter line on which points are projected onto a same score of principal
components, and the reconstruction function gives a manifold to summarize
the distribution of the data. The total ability to represent the distribution of
the data will depend on the relation of the extraction and the reconstruction
function.
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Figure 5.1. The mean square error with various numbers of the units in the second (®) and
fourth layers (¯). The numbers are set to ® = ¯.
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Figure 5.2. The mean square error with various number of the units in the second layer (®)
with ¯xing the number of the units in the fourth layer at ¯ = 15.
Although the proposed method does not have an explicit parameter that
corresponds to the contribution rate as in the conventional PCA, the MSE
of each sub-network can be loosely applicable to measure the representational
ability of the sub-network.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, the representational ability of the mapping function was ex-
amined. In the beginning, the mapping functions implemented by the neural
networks were mathematically formulated. The representational ability depends
on the number of units in the hidden layer. In the next section, the data were
reconstructed with variations in the number of units. The experimental results
showed that even if only one of the representational ability of the extraction
function or the representational ability of the reconstruction function is low,
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Figure 5.3. The mean square error with various numbers of the units in the fourth layer (¯)
with ¯xing the number in the second layer at ® = 15.
the total representation is not better. The combination of the extraction and
the reconstruction function determines the total performance.
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Figure 5.4. The counter line by an extraction function: Á and the manifold by a reconstruc-
tion function:  . The white and black circles indicate the input vectors and the reconstructed
vectors, respectively.

Chapter 6
The Distortion of the
Distance
In Chapter 6, the distortion of the distribution is discussed with a comparison
between PCA and the proposed method. In the ¯rst section, an experiment
on data-reconstruction is demonstrated utilizing a set of iris data sampled from
an open database. In the second section, we measure the distance of the input
vectors and the distance of the reconstructed vectors. Then, we examine the
distortion of these distances.
6.1 Experiments on data-reconstruction
In this section, data-reconstruction based on MSE is discussed, utilizing a set
of Fisher's iris data which is sampled from the open database [1].
Table 6.1 shows the parameters of iris data used in this experiment. The data
set has four attributes, which are corresponding to the length and the breadth
sizes of a sepal and a petal. PCA and the proposed method are performed with
the data set. The parameters of the proposed method used in the experiment
are shown in Table 6.2.
Figure 6.1 shows the MSE by PCA and the proposed method. In this exper-
iment, the number of principal components was varied from one to four. The
principal components are applied to reconstruct the data x 2 R4 in order from
the ¯rst to the fourth component.
As shown in Figure 6.1, the MSE of the proposed method are smaller than
the MSE of PCA in the region from one to three of the horizontal axis. In the
proposed method, the data are roughly reconstructed from two principal com-
ponents, while PCA cannot give the same performance even if three principal
components are used. With respect to the MSE with four principal compo-
nents, however, the MSE of PCA is almost zero, while the MSE of the proposed
method has a little residual error. The MSE of the proposed method may de-
crease after su±cient training, but it is not guaranteed that the MSE of the
proposed method converges to zero.
In PCA, data vectors are completely reconstructed from m principal com-
ponents, if m equals to the dimensionality of original data, because PCA con-
structs a coordinate system of the principal components by rotating and shifting
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Figure 6.1. The MSE by PCA and the proposed method. A horizontal axis indicates the
number of principal components. Principal components are applied to reconstruct data in
order from the ¯rst to the fourth component.
Table 6.1. The parameters of an objective data set.
Parameter Value
No. of samples 50
No. of attributes 4
Category of iris Iris Setosa
an original coordinate system, essentially. On the other hand, in the proposed
method, the perfect reconstruction is not guaranteed.
This point may be a drawback of the proposed method. However, when
we practically use the proposed method for the purpose of the dimensionality
reduction, the imperfection on the data-reconstruction will be not a critical
problem, if the number of the principal components is set to be smaller than
the dimensionality of the original data for the dimensionality reduction.
6.2 Experiments on the distortion of the dis-
tance
In this section, we discuss the distortion of the input vectors and the recon-
structed vectors by measuring each distortion.
Let us de¯ne a distance between the p-th input vector xp and the q-th input
vector xq as
d(p; q) = jjxp ¡ xqjj; (6.1)
and the corresponding distance of the reconstructed vectors as
d^(p; q) = jjx^p ¡ x^qjj; (6.2)
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Table 6.2. The parameters of the proposed method.
Parameter Value
no. of training 6000
no. of hidden units 15
Learning rate 0.005
Parameter T 0.5
Initial w random number
over [-0.03, 0.03]
where x^p and x^q are reconstructed from the principal components of xp and
xq, respectively. jj ¢ jj represents L2 norm as follows,
jju¡ vjj =
vuut nX
i=0
(ui ¡ vi)2 ; (6.3)
where u and v are the n-dimensional vectors.
When d^(p; q) equals to d(p; q) for any pair of p and q, the nonlinear mapping
functions fÁigi=1;¢¢¢;m and fÃigi=1;¢¢¢;m are considered to reconstruct the set of
data, preserving the distribution of the set. If not equals, the distribution of
the set is distorted by the mapping functions.
In order to examine the distortion of the distribution, a pair of vectors: (xp,
xq) was picked up from the iris data set, and a corresponding pair of vectors:
(x^p, x^q) reconstructed in the previous experiment was also picked up. Then, the
distance d(p; q) as well as the distance d^(p; q) was calculated. This calculation
was demonstrated for every combination of p and q.
Figure 6.2 shows the plots of the distance (d; d^). d and d^ are respectively
the distance of input vectors and the distance of the reconstructed vectors cal-
culated from the ¯rst principal component by PCA. In a similar fashion, Figure
6.3, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show the plots of the distance where d^ is calcu-
lated from the ¯rst and the second principal component by PCA, from the ¯rst
principal component by the proposed method, and from the ¯rst and the second
principal component by the proposed method, respectively. In these ¯gures, the
horizontal axis indicates d, while the vertical axis indicates d^. Additionally, an
identical line d^ = d is also described in these ¯gures.
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show that all plots (d; d^) by PCA distribute in the
region of
d^ 5 d: (6.4)
Since, PCA projects any reconstructed vector orthogonally onto a straight line
or a hyper-plane as shown in Figure 6.6, Inequality (6.4) holds true.
Comparing with Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, we can see that the plots in
Figure 6.3 are distributed more closely to the identical line d^ = d than in Figure
6.2. When we use more number of principal components, the reconstructed
vectors preserve the distribution more accurately.
On the other hand, we notice that the proposed method has no constrain
such as Inequality (6.4). Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show that the plots are
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Figure 6.2. The plot of the distance by PCA using the ¯rst principal component. The
horizontal axis indicates the distance of a pair of the input vectors. The vertical axis indicates
the distance of the corresponding pair of the reconstructed vectors from the ¯rst principal
component.
distributed in above and below of the identical line d^ = d, and the variances
from the line are small.
Comparing with Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4, we can see that when we ap-
proximate vectors in R4 with one principal component, the approximation of
the vectors is more accurately than that of PCA. This suggests that the most of
vectors may not distribute along a straight line, but distribute along a curved
line.
We can consider that when the input vectors are nonlinearly mapped onto
a curved subspace that represents the distribution of the vectors, the mapping
function gives a new coordinate system to absorb a nonlinearity of the distribu-
tion of the input vectors.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, the experiments with Fisher's iris data were demonstrated to
reconstruct the data from their principal components of which dimensionality
was reduced. A performance of the proposed method was better than that of
PCA. We can consider that the high ¯delity of the proposed method is caused
by high degree of freedom in mapping functions.
PCA can give a perfect reconstruction with the same dimensionality of the
principal components as the input vector, because PCA works as an orthogo-
nal transformation of the coordinate system. The proposed method does not
guarantee the perfect reconstruction. However, all principal components are not
need in the dimensionality reduction. We do not have problems when the input
vectors are represented with few principal components.
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Figure 6.3. The plot of the distance by PCA using the ¯rst and second principal component.
The horizontal axis indicates the distance of a pair of the input vectors. The vertical axis
indicates the distance of the corresponding pair of the reconstructed vectors from the ¯rst and
the second principal components.
Moreover, the distortion of the reconstruction was examined comparing the
distance between the original data and the distance between the correspond-
ing reconstructed data. The experiment was demonstrated with PCA and the
proposed method. Firstly, a pair of data vectors was chosen from the original
data set, and the corresponding pair of reconstructed vectors was calculated.
Next, the distance between the vectors in each pair was calculated. When these
distances were compared, it was found that the data reconstructed by the pro-
posed method preserved the structure of the distance more accurately than the
data by PCA did. The result is considered to suggest that objective data may
distribute nonlinearly.
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Figure 6.4. The plot of the distance by the proposed method using the ¯rst principal
component. The horizontal axis indicates the distance of a pair of the input vectors. The
vertical axis indicates the distance of the corresponding pair of the reconstructed vectors from
the ¯rst principal component.
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Figure 6.5. The plot of the distance by the proposed method using the ¯rst principal
component. The horizontal axis indicates the distance of a pair of the input vectors. The
vertical axis indicates the distance of the corresponding pair of the reconstructed vectors from
the ¯rst and the second principal components.
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Figure 6.6. Orthogonal projections of data by PCA. In PCA, the inequality d^ 5 d holds
true.

Chapter 7
Applications for Practical
Problems
In Chapter 7, the e®ectiveness of the proposed method for practical problems
is examined with several open databases. Two experiments on dimensionality
reduction are demonstrated. One is a data compression of facial images. The
other is a feature extraction for the classi¯cation of handwritten numerals.
7.1 Dimensionality reduction of facial images
PCA has been one of the conventional methods to extract features of image data.
Eigenface by Turk extracts features of facial images for recognition [26]. The
subspace method extracts a subspace of images for each category and classi¯es
an input image into the category to which subspace has the greatest similarity.
However, it is reported that nonlinear characteristics exist in some data sets
of images, such as facial images with emotional expressions and images of an
object with variable orientation [17]. When we reduce the dimensionality of
such data, a nonlinear method is considered to perform more e®ectively than a
linear method such as PCA.
We carried out a dimensionality reduction experiment with facial images
sampled from the UMIST Face Database [6].
In this experiment, 750 training images and 250 test images of 20 peoples
were utilized. The resolution of the image was 16 £ 16 pixels in 256 gray scales.
The parameters of the PCA and the proposed method were adjusted with
training samples. Next, the MSE of these methods with training and test sam-
ples was calculated, respectively. In the experiment, the dimensionality was
reduced from 256 into 10, and the values shown in Table 7.1 were employed for
the parameters of the proposed method.
Figure 7.1 shows the MSE with training and test samples by PCA and
the proposed method. The horizontal axis indicates the number of principal
components in the reconstruction, and the vertical axis indicates the MSE per
pixel. In the experiment, the principal components were applied to reconstruct
the image in order from the higher to the lower components.
As shown in Figure 7.1, when the number of principal components increases,
the MSE of the proposed method on training samples decreases more rapidly
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Table 7.1. Parameters of the proposed method.
no. of principal components 10
learning rate 0.001
parameter T 1.0
no. of hidden units 200
no. of training iterations 30,000
initial w random over [-0.03, 0.03]
than that of the PCA. The MSE of the proposed method on test samples is
also superior to that of the PCA, which shows the proposed method does not
over-train. This result represents the e®ectiveness of the proposed method in
dimensionality reduction.
Figure 7.2 shows the images which are extracted and reconstructed from
the training samples and the test samples by PCA and the proposed method.
The blocks of the images from top to bottom correspond to the results on the
training samples by PCA, the results on the training samples by the proposed
method, the results on the test samples by PCA, and the results on the test
samples by the proposed method. The images in row (No) are the results of the
(No)-th target image. The images in column (T) are the target images. The
images in column (1), (3), ¢ ¢ ¢, and (9) are reconstructed with one, three, ¢ ¢ ¢,
and nine principal components, respectively.
As shown in Figure 7.2, the images reconstructed by the proposed method
are high in ¯delity with a small number of principal components. The advan-
tage of the proposed method over PCA is considered to come from the high
representation ability of nonlinear mapping functions.
The set of facial images in this experiment are sampled from peoples whose
sex and race are di®erent. In this case, it is reported that the distribution of
the data has nonlinearity [20]. In this experiment, nonlinearity of the proposed
method is considered to contribute to the e®ective extraction and reconstruction
of facial images.
7.2 Feature extraction of hand-written numer-
als
In this section, we discuss the dimensionality reduction as a feature extraction
for the recognition. The author demonstrated experiments on dimensionality
reduction of hand-written numerals with PCA and the proposed method.
In character recognition, dimensionality reduction is important to reduce the
computational cost and to prevent the so-called curse of dimensionality, which
means that the number of samples required for the estimation increases in the
order of the dimensionality of the feature space.
Conventionally, linear methods such as PCA and Discriminant Analysis
(DA) are mainly used in dimensionality reduction of character recognition. How-
ever, the proposed method may be more e®ective for such recognition, because
its nonlinear mapping functions can represent the samples in high ¯delity. More-
over, since the proposed method preserves the order of principal components,
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Figure 7.1. The MSE of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the proposed method
in reconstructing the training and test samples. The horizontal axis indicates the number of
principal components employed in the reconstruction, and the vertical axis indicates the MSE
per pixel. The principal components were applied to reconstruct the images in the order from
the higher to the lower components.
we can easily select the dimensionality number of the feature vectors.
In this experiment, an image database of hand-written numerals, IPTP-
CDROM1 is utilized. The database has 10 categories which correspond to the
numerals from zero, one, ¢ ¢ ¢, to nine. Figure 7.3 shows sample images of the
category "zero". Any image in the database is represented in the binary scale.
20,000 training samples and 4,950 test samples were randomly chosen for each
category, respectively.
In a preprocessing, the original images were transformed into gray-scale im-
ages in low resolution. In this reduction, the original image is divided into
8 £ 8 square regions. The author de¯ned the gray-scale value of a region
as the number of zero-brightness-value pixels included in the region. A zero-
brightness-value pixel corresponds to a pixel whose color is black. After the set
of the 64-dimensional gray-scale images was obtained, the images were normal-
ized in order to set the average and the standard deviation to be zero and one,
respectively.
After the preprocessing, the parameters of the PCA and the proposed method
were adjusted with the training samples of all categories, and the principal com-
ponents of the training samples were calculated. The author de¯ned the average
vector of the principal components of a category as the template vector of the
category.
Then, the principal components of the test samples were calculated, and the
principal component vectors were classi¯ed with the template vectors subject
to the Nearest Neighbor Rule (NNR). NNR classi¯es a vector into a category
to which the nearest template belongs.
In the experiment, the parameters shown in Table 7.2 were employed.
Figure 7.4 shows the recognition rate with PCA and with the proposed
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Table 7.2. Parameters of the proposed method.
no. of principal components 10
learning rate 0.0005
parameter T 1.0
no. of hidden units 20
no. of training iterations 100,000
initial w random over [-0.03, 0.03]
method. In Figure 7.4, the horizontal axis indicates the number of the principal
components employed for recognition.
The ¯gure shows the e®ectiveness of the proposed method in pattern recog-
nition. When the number of principal components increases, the recognition
rate increases in the both methods.
In this experiment, the recognition is performed for a pattern compressed
into low-dimensional space by PCA and by the proposed method. In general,
the compression and recognition are based on di®erent assumptions so that
the category of a pattern is taken into account in recognition, but is not in
compression.
For example, PCA and DA construct di®erent axes for data-compression
and classi¯cation, as shown in Figure 7.5.
Therefore, the performance of a compressor cannot be evaluated only by
the performance of its recognition rate. The recognition rate is a®ected by the
relationship between the compressor and the classi¯er, which in this experiment
is the NNR and templates.
7.3 Summary
In this chapter, the practicality of the propose method was examined. In the
experiment, the proposed method was applied for the data compression with
facial images and the feature extraction for the classi¯cation with hand-written
numerals.
The experimental results showed that the proposed method could recon-
struct the facial images high in ¯delity, and the proposed method performed as
a good feature extractor of the hand-written numerals for the recognition.
The proposed method do not only extracts the characteristic of the distri-
bution of the data, but also provides the reconstruction functions for every set
of the principal components in the order of signi¯cance. Therefore, the number
of the principal components employed is not required to determine in advance.
We can select the number of principal components when we use the mapping
functions. Since, in the recognition, we often require the trial and error to de-
termine the dimensionality of the feature vector, the proposed method can be
an e±cient feature extractor for the recognition.
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Figure 7.3. Sample images of the category "zero" in an image database of hand-written
numerals IPTP-CDROM1. The database has 10 categories which correspond to the numerals
from zero, one, ¢ ¢ ¢, to nine.
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Figure 7.4. Recognition rate with Principal Component Analysis and the proposed method.
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Figure 7.5. The axes constructed by PCA (above) and DA (below) with two categories of
data. The axes do not coincide with each other, generally.

Chapter 8
Discussion
In Chapter 8, we discuss NLPCA in respect to complexity and redundancy.
These properties are originated from its nonlinear extension, which frees the
PCA from constraints such as orthogonality. The comparison of the proposed
method to other methods is described.
8.1 Complexity and redundancy
The proposed method extends PCA nonlinearly preserving the order of principal
components. This nonlinear extension releases the characteristic and constraints
which originally PCA has.
Dimensionality reduction of data is considered as a deconstruction of infor-
mation. In order to represent the data in high ¯delity with a small number
of principal components, the information of the data should be deconstructed
adequately. The deconstruction of PCA is linear as follows,
x^i = e1y1 + e2y2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ eiyi: (8.1)
Each principal component represents the coordinate on the line by the corre-
sponding eigenvector. On the other hand, the deconstruction of information in
the proposed method is,
x^i = Ãi(y1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; yi): (8.2)
Each principal component represents coordinate on the curve by the nonlinear
mapping function.
The degree of freedom in eigenvector of PCA is m¡ 1 under the constraint
of normality where m equals the dimensionality of the data, while the degree of
freedom in nonlinear mapping function of the proposed method is higher than
the dimensionality. Consequently, the proposed method has high representation
ability than PCA.
This dissertation does not describe in detail on how to determine the com-
plexity of the extraction and reconstruction functions, and the balance between
them.
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The complexity of the mapping functions is considered to depend on the
user's policy on how to extract the structure of the data-distribution. For ex-
ample, we can represent all the samples with one principal component corre-
sponding to a curve which connects all samples, if the mapping functions have
enough complexity and their adjustment is successful. In this example, however,
we cannot extract the summarized structure of the distribution. There exits a
tradeo® between the complexity of the mapping functions and the number of
the principal components. An external policy out of the proposed method will
be required to determine the balance point.
In PCA, user needs not to consider the tradeo®, because its linearity deter-
mines the complexity. However, in the case of NLPCA, user should consider the
tradeo® and determine the form of mapping function to be optimized.
In the proposed method, the information is deconstructed with preserving
the ordinality of the principal components, while the ordinality is not preserved
in other method of NLPCA such as the sandglass-type neural networks which
deconstruct information to components equivalently. The policy in the decon-
struction of information is di®erent in each method of NLPCA. Therefore, the
performance of dimensionality reduction cannot be compared with only the
number of the principal components among the methods of NLPCA which in-
cludes PCA.
The principal components of the proposed method have redundancy in their
scale, since the proposed method has no regularization for the extraction func-
tion, such as the normalization of the eigenvectors in PCA.
In PCA, the eigenvectors are calculated under the condition that the eigen-
vectors are the orthonormal vectors.
eTi ej = ±ij (8.3)
where ±ij = 1 if i = j, otherwise, ±ij = 0. In PCA, the distance between any pair
of reconstructed vectors: x^a and x^b in the data space, equals to the distance
between the pair of the corresponding principal components: ya and yb, which
is proved as follows,
jjx^a ¡ x^bjj
2 =
³X
i
yaiei ¡
X
i
ybiei
´2
=
nX
i
(yai ¡ ybi) ei
o2
=
X
i
X
j
(yai ¡ ybi)(yaj ¡ ybj)(ei ¢ ej)
=
X
i
X
j
(yai ¡ ybi)(yaj ¡ ybj)±ij
=
X
i
(yai ¡ ybi)
2
= jjya ¡ ybjj
2; (8.4)
therefore,
jjx^a ¡ x^bjj = jjya ¡ ybjj: (8.5)
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In the proposed method, however, the corresponding equation does not hold
true as follows,
jjx^a ¡ x^bjj = jjÃ(ya)¡Ã(yb)jj
6= jjÁ(xa)¡ Á(xb)jj = jjya ¡ ybjj; (8.6)
for any xa and xb where x^ = Ã(y) and y = Á(x), since the mapping functions
do not have the orthogonality such as PCA. Consequently, the scale of principal
components is inde¯nite. The nonlinear mapping functions of the proposed
method and the eigenvectors of PCA are both optimized with the criterion of
MSE on the data-reconstruction, while the constraint of the orthonomality is
free in the proposed method.
How to give the scale of the principal components is application-oriented. A
PCA gives a uniform scale, while we can give a variable scale in consideration
of the density of the distribution; for example, we can assign a small scale to
a high-density region and a large scale to a low-density region. We will try to
regularize the scale with some criterion.
8.2 Comparison to other methods
Let us assume the ensemble of the m di®erent SMLPs, and the i-th member
of the ensemble has i hidden units in the bottleneck layer. In this case, the
ensemble of the SMLPs will demonstrate the same performance as the proposed
method with respect to computational cost and reconstruction accuracy.
However, the principal components extracted in each SMLP are not ordered
on their contribution of the reconstruction, while the principal components in
the proposed method are ordered so that their principal components represent
the summarized structure of the data-distribution in the order of signi¯cance.
The proposed method has a drawback in that it requires greater compu-
tational cost than PCA does, however, the amount of the cost is not so large
in an extraction process. Actually, the orders of the estimated computational
costs to calculate the principal components are O(mn) in PCA and O(lmn)
in the proposed method, where n is the dimensionality of the data, m is the
dimensionality of the principal components, and l is the number of the units
in the hidden layer per one principal component. The computational costs in
SMLP and the Takahashi's method are equal to O(lm(m + n)). The l times
evaluations of the sigmoid function is required in these neural network methods.
Considering the advanced computational ability of the present days, these costs
are small enough in a practical application.
As is described in Chapter 2, KPCA has several problems in its practical
use with respect to computational costs, dimensionality reduction, and data-
reconstruction.
When we perform KPCA for a dataset which contains N samples, we have
to solve the eigenvalue problem of the N£N dot product matrix in the training
process. In the test process, we have to evaluate the kernel function N times to
extract each principal component. If N is large, both the proposed method and
KPCA will be time-consuming in the training process, since the training process
depends on N . However, the propose method will be less time-consuming than
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KPCA in the test process, since the test process in the proposed method does
not depends on N .
In KPCA, the dimensionality of the principal components can be larger
than the dimensionality of the input space, since the maximum number of the
principal components is equal to N . In this case, the dimensionality is not
reduced but increased.
The pre-image of a principal component is not known in KPCA, since the
data-mapping is unidirectional from the input space into the feature space. For
example, when we apply KPCA to a set of facial images, we can not obtain the
facial image corresponding to a principal component vector.
These problems have been overcome with the additional optimization to the
framework of KPCA [16], [25], however the simplicity of KPCA has been lost.
The crucial disadvantage of the approaches of the autoassociator and the
proposed method is the problems of local minima [21], while KPCA, which
perform a linear optimization, does not have these problems. However, trial
and error is required to determine the proper values of the kernel parameters
in KPCA. In the authors' opinion, another problem of KPCA is that KPCA
does not explicitly state the way to obtain the kernel parameters in its frame-
work, while the proposed method explicitly optimizes its parameter by training
algorithms.
In comparison with non-PCA based methods such as Hu®man coding, JPEG
and GIF compression, the proposed method and PCA have a feature to con-
struct mapping functions especially for the objective data to utilize the bias
of its distribution. Therefore, it is possible to use the proposed method as a
pre-compressor for the non-PCA based methods to achieve higher compression
rates.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this study, a novel method of Non Linear Principal Component Analysis
(NLPCA) was proposed. The proposed method is a hierarchical nonlinear ex-
tension of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which preserves the order of
the principal components. In the proposed method, the mapping functions are
implemented with a hierarchically arrayed neural network.
The proposed method is considered to have three advantages. The ¯rst ad-
vantage is the ordinality of the dimensionality. The higher principal components
in the proposed method contribute more than lower components to represent
data. The second advantage is the selectivity of the dimensionality. The user
can determine the number of principal components to use after the adjustment
of the mapping functions. The third advantage is the scalability of the dimen-
sionality. The user can add a new principal component with only the adjustment
of an additional mapping function.
In order to evaluate the e®ectiveness of the proposed method, several ex-
periments were demonstrated utilizing arti¯cial data sets and natural data sets
sampled from several open databases.
In the ¯rst experiment we examined the proposed method's construction
of curvilinear axes in the order of the signi¯cance, utilizing three-dimensional
arti¯cial samples which distribute on a surface. Since the axes were ¯tted nonlin-
early to the distribution of the samples, the distribution was represented with
fewer principal components than PCA. Moreover, we examined the proposed
method's extraction of the features of a waveform with a small number of prin-
cipal components. The experimental results suggest that the proposed method
will provide more e®ective basis functions than the Fourier series expansion by
adjusting the mapping functions for an objective data set.
In the second experiment, the representational ability of the mapping func-
tion was examined. In the beginning, the mapping functions implemented by
the neural networks were mathematically formulated. The representational abil-
ity depends on the number of units in the hidden layer. In the next section,
the data were reconstructed with variations in the number of units. The ex-
perimental results showed that even if only one of the representational ability
of the extraction function or the representational ability of the reconstruction
function is low, the total representation is not better. The combination of the
extraction and the reconstruction function determines the total performance.
In the third experiment, the distortion of the reconstruction was examined
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comparing the distance between the original data and the distance between
the corresponding reconstructed data. The experiment was demonstrated with
PCA and the proposed method. Firstly, a pair of data vectors was chosen from
the original data set, and the corresponding pair of reconstructed vectors was
calculated. Next, the distance between the vectors in each pair was calculated.
When these distances were compared, it was found that the data reconstructed
by the proposed method preserved the structure of the distance more accurately
than the data by PCA did. The result is considered to suggest that objective
data may distribute nonlinearly.
In the fourth experiment, the practicality of the proposed method was exam-
ined. In the experiment, the proposed method was applied to data compression
with facial images and feature extraction for classi¯cation with hand-written
numerals. The experimental results showed that the proposed method could
reconstruct facial images very faithfully, and the proposed method performed
as a good feature extractor for the recognition of hand-written numerals.
In the discussion, complexity and redundancy of the proposed method were
described. The proposed method is a nonlinear extension of PCA. Because
of the extension, the constraint of orthogonality is removed, and the scale of
the principal components is inde¯nite. In the dimensionality reduction of data,
NLPCA is considered to deconstruct information. In NLPCA, the user can de-
termine the method of this deconstruction by providing the form of the mapping
functions. The method of deconstruction depends on the user's policy.
In the near future, the author expects to discuss the NLPCA from the per-
spective of its theory and applications. Theoretically, the regularization of the
nonlinear mapping functions and the relationship between the mapping func-
tions and the geometrical structure of the axes will be discussed. For the ap-
plications, the proposed method will be applied to a large-scale database to
extract new knowledge. In this application, pattern generation from the prin-
cipal component space will be tried, comparing the conventional interpolation
and extrapolation methods. The ¯nal goal of this study is to adduce the gen-
eral way of measurement and the representation of objective data based on its
dimensionality.
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